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From experiments it is well known that the vibration response of a main structure with many
attached substructures often shows more damping than structural losses in the components can
account for. In practice, these substructures, which are not attached in an entirely rigid manner,
behave like a multitude of different sprung masses each strongly resisting any motion of the main
structure �master� at their base antiresonance. The “theory of structural fuzzy” is intended for
modeling such high damping. In the present article the theory of fuzzy structures is briefly outlined
and a method of modeling fuzzy substructures examined. This is done by new derivations and
physical interpretations are provided. Further, the method is extended and simplified by introducing
a simple deterministic approach to determine the boundary impedance of the structural fuzzy. By
using this new approach, the damping effect of the fuzzy with spatial memory is demonstrated by
numerical simulations of a main beam structure with fuzzy attachments. It is shown that the
introduction of spatial memory reduces the damping effect of the fuzzy and in certain cases the
damping effect may even be eliminated completely. © 2008 Acoustical Society of America.
�DOI: 10.1121/1.2823498�

PACS number�s�: 43.40.At, 43.40.Tm �DF� Pages: 718–728
I. INTRODUCTION

It is commonly known from experiments that vibrations
of a complicated system consisting of a main structure and a
large number of small attached resonant substructures often
appears to be more damped than the main structure’s damp-
ing properties would imply. Already in 1928 Ormondroyd
and Den Hartog1 revealed that a “dynamic absorber” could
produce a considerable reduction in vibration level, however,
only in a relatively narrow frequency band around its natural
frequency. To be effective such an auxiliary system is usually
attached at the forcing point of the main structure. And the
auxiliary system is predominantly a reflecting device con-
trolled by its stiffness and mass, although its bandwidth of
influence can be slightly increased by a tuning, which in-
volves small adjustments of both stiffness and damping of
the device. Therefore, the term “dynamic neutralizer” has
been adopted.2 For a more recent and detailed treatment of
this subject the reader is referred to the monograph by
Mead.3 It took almost 60 years before Soize4 and Chabas et
al.5 suggested that attached resonant substructures, in effect,
behave like a multitude of dynamic neutralizers with differ-
ent natural frequencies that introduce a high damping in the
main structure over a broader frequency range.

Many complicated engineering systems consist basically
of an outer shell- or a box-like master structure and a com-
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plicated internal structure. Examples of such structures vary-
ing from small to large sizes are electromechanical hearing
aids, machines, aircraft, and ship hulls. The outer master
structure is often well defined and its vibration can be pre-
dicted using conventional methods of vibrational analysis. In
contrast, the dynamic properties of the internals may only be
partly known and therefore their dynamics and influence
have to be modeled by using an alternative method such as
that offered by “fuzzy structure theory.”4–9 This theory is
intended for an overall and simple prediction of the vibration
of the master structure, and the theory considers the internal
parts as a single or several independent “fuzzy substruc-
tures,” which are known in some statistical sense only.

In some systems the fuzzy substructures are attached to
the master through a continuous boundary or junction. This
could, for example, be line-coupled machinery in a ship hull
or passenger seats and luggage compartments attached to the
main structure of an airplane. The continuous connection
boundary implies that spatial coupling within the fuzzy has
to be considered, and it is only in special cases that this
coupling can be neglected.

Often the motion of the continuous junctions is varying
significantly with position due to the spatial variation of vi-
bration in the master structure, and spatial coupling forces in
the fuzzy have to be accounted for. The present article ad-
dresses this problem of including spatial coupling in the
modeling of structural fuzzy.

With frequency or vibration wavelength as a parameter,

Fig. 1 shows three scenarios, each with three different cases
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of fuzzy substructures attached to a master. It is assumed that
a time harmonic force of amplitude F and angular frequency
�=2�f excites the master and generates vibration in the
whole system. At very low frequencies the master structure
vibrates as a rigid body in translational motion �see Fig.
1�a��, and the junction displacement at the boundary of the
fuzzy substructures is almost constant. This implies that the
spatial coupling within each substructure has no significant
effect on the response of the system as a whole. Now, in-
creasing the excitation frequency introduces elastic motion in
the master structure and hence at the interface with the fuzzy.
When the vibration wavelength of the master becomes com-
parable with the dimensions of the fuzzy connection area
then the spatial coupling begins to take effect. This is the
case in Fig. 1�b� where the boundary displacement of sub-
structure 3 is varying whereas those of substructures 1 and 2
are nearly constant. In Fig. 1�c� the frequency has been in-
creased further and the boundary displacements of both sub-
structures 1 and 3 are varying, whereas the boundary dis-
placement of substructure 2 remains close to constant.

Fuzzy structure theory was originally developed by
Soize and co-worker and presented in a series of papers4–7

during a 10-year period starting in 1986. These papers in-
volve probabilistic concepts in order to take the model un-
certainties into account. In attempts to explain the main ideas
behind the theory, these papers have been subject to numer-
ous simplifications, interpretations, and extensions during the
last 20 years.

In particular, Pierce et al.8 and Strasberg and Feit9 have
introduced more simple and deterministic methods in order
to predict the average responses of the master. In these meth-
ods the main parameter describing the fuzzy is taken to be
the distribution of resonating mass per unit frequency. One of
the crucial steps in applying fuzzy structure theory is the
very estimation of this mass distribution. Both Soize10,11 and
Pierce12 have addressed this problem throughout the last
10 years.

In 1993 Soize briefly presented a method6 for including
spatial memory in the modeling of structural fuzzy with con-
tinuous boundaries. Despite this, elaborating literature has so

FIG. 1. Three different fuzzy substructures attached to a master structure
undergoing harmonic vibration: �a� low frequency rigid body motion, �b�
low frequency wave motion, and �c� mid-frequency wave motion.
far mainly been concerned with structural fuzzy without spa-
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tial coupling effects. However, in order to utilize Soize’s in-
novative theory on structural fuzzy with spatial memory,
there is a strong need for a detailed examination of the sug-
gested method in addition to a presentation of necessary
supplementary derivations. Moreover, a simple method for
implementing the structural fuzzy is still absent in the open
literature. The objective of the present article is to extend
Soize’s theory by using a simplifying approach, which to
some extent is based on the methods introduced by Pierce. et
al.,8 and Strasberg and Feit.9 The outline of the present ar-
ticle is as follows. Succeeding a brief outline of the theory of
fuzzy structures in Sec. II, the method of including spatial
memory is discussed in details and extended in Sec. III; this
includes �i� derivation of the boundary impedance of Soize’s
spatial oscillator, �ii� derivation of the boundary impedance
of an infinite number of identical spatial oscillators evenly
distributed on the fuzzy connection area, and �iii� introduc-
tion to Soize’s local equivalent oscillator and equivalent cou-
pling factor and a presentation of new physical interpreta-
tions. Further, in Sec. IV we present a new approach for
determining the boundary impedance of structural fuzzy with
spatial memory. Finally, numerical simulations based on this
approach are presented in Sec. V in order to illustrate the
damping effects of structural fuzzy, which includes spatial
memory.

II. STRUCTURAL FUZZY WITHOUT SPATIAL MEMORY

The purpose of the fuzzy structure theory is to model the
overall vibrational response of a master structure, which has
an attachment of one or more resonant substructures. A fuzzy
substructure is considered as being composed of many
simple oscillators resonating at different frequencies and be-
ing attached to the master at their base. When modeling such
a system it is an advantage to separate the fuzzy from its
master. Each fuzzy substructure is conveniently represented
in terms of its boundary impedance.4,5 Using this approach
the modeling of the response of the master with fuzzy attach-
ments can be achieved without exceeding the number of de-
grees of freedom required for predicting the response of the
master structure itself. As mentioned previously, one can ne-
glect the spatial coupling effects in the fuzzy when a fuzzy
substructure of multiple resonators is connected to the master
over a small length or over a small area of virtually constant
motion.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2 showing a fuzzy substructure,
which is modeled by N simple oscillators that is attached
locally at an area A of the master structure. An expression for
the total boundary impedance z�fuzzy�f� of this substructure
can be derived by superposition and by assuming, say, that
the nth simple oscillator of the fuzzy is defined by the mass
Mn, the undamped resonance frequency fr,n and the loss fac-
tor �. By introducing the complex stiffness of the oscillator
s�n=sn�1+ i��, where sn= �2�fr,n�2 Mn is the impedance of the

9
oscillator Z� n=F� n /v� n at the attachment base yields
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Z� n =
s�n

i�
�1 −

s�n

s�n − �2Mn
� = − i2�f� fr,n

2

f2 ��1 + i��

�Mn�1 −
fr,n

2 �1 + i��
fr,n

2 �1 + i�� − f2� . �1�

Figure 3 shows the frequency variation of this oscillator
impedance in a normalized form for different values of
spring damping �. Below and above its resonance frequency
the oscillator is, respectively, mass controlled and spring
controlled. Further, at resonance of the oscillator, where the
impedance is very large and almost purely real, it will
strongly oppose any movements of its base. It is this particu-
lar feature of the oscillator, which results in the damping
effect of the fuzzy substructure.

Generally, the different oscillators of a fuzzy substruc-
ture have different masses and natural frequencies and they
are attached randomly to the master structure within the con-
sidered fuzzy connection area. Also, the total mass of all the
oscillators equals the mass of the fuzzy substructure Mfuzzy

FIG. 2. Master structure exemplifying an attached fuzzy substructure, which
is composed of N simple oscillators resonating at different frequencies and
without spatial memory.

FIG. 3. Frequency variation of normalized impedance, Z� n / �2�fMn� for dif-

ferent values of spring damping �: —, 0.005; ---, 0.01; ¯, 0.02.
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=�n=1
N Mn. Below a certain frequency, say fr,lower, the oscilla-

tors will all be mass controlled. By increasing the frequency
gradually from fr,lower to an upper limit, say fr,upper, the os-
cillators will resonate one by one. Now, at each frequency
within this “resonant” frequency band fr,lower� fr� fr,upper at
least one oscillator will be close to its base antiresonance and
it will therefore oppose the motion of the master. If the os-
cillators are attached close to one another within the area A,
which has a nearly constant displacement, then the effective
boundary impedance of all the oscillators, z�fuzzy�f�, can be
approximated by the sum of each oscillator’s impedance
Z� n�f� divided by the attachment area A:

z�fuzzy�f� =
1

A
�
n=1

N

Z� n�f� = −
i2�f

A
�
n=1

N � fr,n
2

f2 ��1 + i��

�Mn�1 −
fr,n

2 �1 + i��
fr,n

2 �1 + i�� − f2� . �2�

This boundary impedance, however, requires specific
knowledge about the properties of each oscillator and it is
therefore conveniently replaced by an asymptotic and
smoothed version.8,9 This is obtained by considering infi-
nitely many oscillators resonating within the frequency band
of fr,lower� fr� fr,upper and having a total mass Mfuzzy. This
smoothed impedance yields8,9

z�fuzzy�f� = −
i2�f

A
�

fr,lower

fr,upper � fr
2

f2��1 + i��

�mfuzzy�fr��1 −
fr

2�1 + i��
fr

2�1 + i�� − f2�dfr, �3�

where the quantity mfuzzy�fr�dfr represents the mass resonat-
ing between the frequencies fr and fr+dfr; this means that
the total mass of the fuzzy substructure now is expressed as

Mfuzzy = �
fr,lower

fr,upper

mfuzzy�fr�dfr. �4�

The damping effect of the fuzzy substructure is mainly
governed by this frequency dependent resonating mass dis-
tribution mfuzzy�fr�.

8,9 Methods for finding this parameter
were suggested by Soize10,11 and Pierce,12 and different pro-
totype mass distributions were proposed by Pierce et al.8 and
Strasberg and Feit.9

As an example of the damping effect of structural fuzzy
Fig. 4 shows computed results for the velocity vibration re-
sponse per unit harmonic force, Y� =v� /F� , of a flexurally vi-
brating master beam, free in space, both without and with an
attached substructure represented by 16 different simple os-
cillators. The resonance frequencies of these oscillators are
spaced in geometric progression from 500 to 5000 Hz. Fur-
ther, the oscillators have identical point masses, weighting in
total 10% of the master beam and a spring loss factor of �
=0.05. It is clearly observed that the attached substructure
has a strong effect on the master response; this is seen to be
reduced considerable over a broad band of frequencies and
by up to 18 dB around 1300 Hz. Further, it is seen that this
substructure can be modeled successfully as a smoothed

structural fuzzy by using the expression in Eq. �3�. An ap-
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proximate condition for using this expression is suggested in
Ref. 9 as ��2�fr,n / fr,n where �fr,n is the spacing between
adjacent resonance frequencies. In other words this very
strict condition requires that �fr,n��f3 dB /2 where �f3 dB

denotes the 3 dB bandwidth of the oscillator at resonance.
However, in the present example it applies that the spacing
between resonances is �fr,n	65·�fr,n,3 dB /2 around
2000 Hz, that is, 65 wider than the suggested requirement. It
is therefore evident that acceptable results can be obtained
with a much relaxed condition.

III. SOIZE’S STRUCTURAL FUZZY WITH SPATIAL
MEMORY

A. Soize’s spatial oscillator

Consider a fuzzy substructure connected to the master
through a continuous boundary. A fuzzy substructure is gen-
erally attached to the master within an area, but for the sake
of simplicity we shall here consider a fuzzy attached to the
master through a one-dimensional boundary of length Lfuzzy.
Soize incorporates a spatial memory in the structural fuzzy
by introducing a “spatial oscillator” as sketched in Fig. 5�a�.
A structural fuzzy with spatial memory is composed of N
different sets �n� �1,N�� of such spatial oscillators. Each of
these N sets consists of infinitely many identical spatial os-
cillators spread on the fuzzy connection area—or length. Let
us first consider only one spatial oscillator, say the ith �i
� �1,	�� of the nth set of spatial oscillators of a fuzzy sub-
structure, see Fig. 5�a�. This oscillator is defined by the reso-
nance frequency fr,n, the lossfactor � and the point mass Mn,i

located at position x�. Further, the point mass is assumed

FIG. 4. Vibration velocity response per unit harmonic force, Y� =v� /F� , of a
master beam free in space. Beam: —, without structural fuzzy; ¯, with an
attached fuzzy substructure represented by 16 simple oscillators, —; with a
smoothed layer of structural fuzzy without spatial memory.
supported by spring elements of stiffness density s�
,n,i�x� ,x�
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that are attached to the master structure at different positions
x� �x�−
 ,x�+
�. Moreover, the spatial variation of the vi-
bration displacement of the master is shown as u�x� in Fig.
5�a�. The actual width 2
 of the distributed springs Soize
denotes “the spatial memory” and the stiffness density he
defines as6

s�
,n,i�x�,x� = s�n,ig
�x�,x� = �Mn,i�r,n
2 ��1 + i��g
�x�,x� . �5�

Here, s�n,i is the total complex stiffness of the ith oscil-
lator belonging to the nth set, and the quantity g
�x� ,x� is an
even and positive-valued function of area 1. As a one-
dimensional spatial memory Soize suggests a simple triangu-
lar distribution function g
�x� ,x� as shown in Fig. 5�b�. This
is determined as

g
�x�,x� =

 − 
x� − x



2 1�x�−
,x�+
� �6�

where 1�x�−
,x�+
� is a function, which is equal to 1 for x
� �x�−
 ,x�+
� and which is 0 elsewhere. As the area under
the curve g
�x� ,x� is 1, the oscillator in Fig. 5�a� has the
same natural frequency fr,n as the simple oscillator with mass
Mn and stiffness sn that was considered in Sec. II. From the
expression in Eq. �6� it is seen that the distribution g
�x� ,x�
only is dependent on the difference x�−x and therefore it can
be written as

g
�x� − x� =

 − 
x� − x



2 1�x�−
,x�+
� �7�

where it applies that g
�x�−x�=g
�x−x�� and further that
s�
,n,i�x�−x�=s�
,n,i�x−x��.

B. The nth set of spatial oscillators

Next, consider the infinitely many identical oscillators

FIG. 5. Fuzzy oscillator with spatial coupling. �a� Oscillator attached to a
boundary of motion u� �x� and �b� stiffness density distribution g
�x� ,x� of the
oscillator spring elements.
belonging to the nth set. Let us assume that the oscillators
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are distributed evenly over the fuzzy boundary, so that each
location x� is associated with a point mass Mn,i. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 6 where each one of the oscillators representing
the one sketched in Fig. 5�a� is depicted as a point mass and
the associated triangular stiffness distribution. The point
masses can vibrate independently whereas the spring ele-
ments overlap spatially at the connection boundary.

These infinitely many identical oscillators constitute the
nth contribution to the total boundary impedance of the ho-
mogeneous fuzzy substructure. The total mass and total stiff-
ness of all the oscillators of the nth set are given as Mn and
s�n, respectively, so that Mn,i=Mn /Lfuzzy and s�n,i=s�n /Lfuzzy.
Figure 6�a� illustrates the case of spatial oscillators with a
large width—or a high spatial memory—beacuse the spring
elements from the individual oscillators overlap significantly.
On the other hand, in Fig. 6�b� the spring elements overlap
less because 
 is somewhat smaller. Finally, in Fig. 6�c� the
spatial memory approaches zero as 
→0, and the spatial
stiffness density approaches the stiffness of simple discrete
springs.

C. Derivation of the boundary impedance of the nth
set of oscillators

The vibration of the master results in a force at the in-
terface between master and attached fuzzy; this action on the
fuzzy we denote the contact force. Now, from the vibration
velocity v� �x� along the fuzzy connection boundary one can
express the total contact force F� 
,n� �x0� per unit length at x0

due to the nth set of oscillators as6

F� 
,n� �x0� = �
Lfuzzy

z�
,n�x0 − x�v� �x�dx , �8�

where z�
,n�x0−x� is the boundary impedance associated with
the nth set of oscillators. This impedance depends only on
the difference �x0−x�, so that z�
,n�x0−x�=z�
,n�x−x0� in anal-
ogy to the stiffness distribution function in Eq. �7�. Although
an expression for z�
,n�x0−x� is shown in Ref. 3, it has not
been derived in the open literature. The authors believe that
such a derivation is essential in order to appreciate and un-
derstand the characteristics of a fuzzy with spatial memory. It

FIG. 6. Structural fuzzy attached to the master; fuzzy with: �a� high spatial
memory, �b� small spatial memory, and �c� no spatial memory.
is also anticipated that such a derivation will ease the usabil-
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ity of Soize’s theory considerably. In view of this, a step by
step derivation of F� 
,n� �x0� will be presented in what follows.

Once again, only one spatial oscillator is considered,
say, the ith of the nth set of oscillators. This oscillator is
sketched in Fig. 7�a�. For this particular oscillator we first
seek an expression for the boundary impedance z�
,n,i�x0

−x1� with a spatial contribution over the differential length
dx is defined as

F� n,i� �x0� = 
z�
,n,i�x0 − x1�v� �x1�dx
v� �x��x1,x1+dx��=0, �9�

where F� n,i� �x0� is the force per unit length that excites the
connection boundary at x0 and v� �x1�= i�u� �x1� is the base
velocity of the spring element at x1. Now, the spring element
at x1 is given a displacement u� �x1� at its base, whereas all
other springs elements are locked such that u� �x�x1�=0, see
Fig. 7�a�. As the mass Mn,i undergoes a displacement u� �x��
the induced spring force F� S,n,i�x1� in a differential neighbor-
hood dx around x1 becomes

F� S,n,i�x1� = s�
,n,i�x� − x1��u� �x1� − u� �x���dx . �10�

Due to the motion of the mass, a reaction force F� M,n,i�x��
influences the spring element and this force is given as

F� M,n,i�x�� = − �2Mn,iu� �x�� . �11�

Additionally, the motion of the mass also introduces forces in
the remaining spring elements, and their total spring force
F� S,n,i�x�x1� can be found as

F� S,n,i�x � x1� = − s�
,n,i�x� − x1�u� �x��dx + �
Lfuzzy

s�
,n,i�x�

− x�u� �x��dx = − s�
,n,i�x� − x1�u� �x��dx + s�n,i,

�12�

where s�n,i is the total stiffness of the spring elements of the

FIG. 7. Derivation of the nth contribution to the fuzzy boundary impedance.
�a� Boundary impedance z�
,n,i�x0−x1� of the ith oscillator of the nth set of
spatial oscillators. �b� Boundary impedance z�
,n�x0−x1� of the nth set of
spatial oscillators.
oscillator. Because of force equilibrium the sum of the spring
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force F� S,n,i�x�x1� and the reaction force of the mass
F� M,n,i�x�� is equal to the spring force F� S,n,i�x1� at x1. Thus, by
combination of Eqs. �10�–�12� we get

F� S,n,i�x1� = F� M,n,i�x�� + F� S,n,i�x � x1� ,

s�
,n,i�x� − x1��u� �x1� − u� �x���dx

= �− s�
,n,i�x� − x1�dx + s�n,i − �2Mn,i�u� �x�� , �13�

Rearranging Eq. �13� we find an expression for u� �x�� as a
function of u� �x1�, which yields

u� �x�� =
s�
,n,i�x� − x1�u� �x1�dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
. �14�

Further, the force per unit length F� n,i� �x0� at x0 at the connec-
tion boundary is given as

F� n,i� �x0� = s�
,n,i�x� − x0��u� �x0��x0,x1
− u� �x��� , �15�

where �x0,x1
is the Kronecker delta, that is, �x0,x1

=1 when
x0=x1, and otherwise zero. Finally, if Eq. �14� is substituted
in Eq. �15� we get the force per unit length F� n,i� �x0� exerted
onto the fuzzy connection boundary due to its displacement
u� �x1�:

F� n,i� �x0� = s�
,n,i�x� − x0���x0,x1
u� �x0� −

s�
,n,i�x� − x1�u� �x1�dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
�

= s�
,n,i�x� − x0���x0,x1
−

s�
,n,i�x� − x1�dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
�u� �x1� . �16�

According to Eq. �16� z�
,n,i�x0−x1�dx reads

z�
,n,i�x0 − x1�dx =
s�
,n,i�x� − x0�

i2�f
��x0,x1

−
s�
,n,i�x� − x1�dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
� . �17�

Now, this is only the impedance of the ith oscillator of the
nth set. Assume again that there is an infinite number of
identical oscillators overlapping one another on the fuzzy
connection boundary �see Fig. 7�b��, such that a mass ele-
ment Mn,i is located at each of all positions along the x� axis.
Further, each of these oscillators has a total stiffness s�n,i. We
now seek an expression for the impedance z�
,n�x0−x1� of the
nth set of oscillators. First the oscillators are given the dis-
placement u� �x1� at position x1, whereas all other positions at
their spring bases are locked. Then the total force per unit
length F� n��x0� at x0 is found by integrating the expression in
Eq. �16� with respect to x�, and this gives

F� n��x0� = �
Lfuzzy

s�
,n,i�x� − x0���x0,x1

−
s�
,n,i�x� − x1�dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
�u� �x1�dx�

= ��
Lfuzzy

s�
,n,i�x� − x0��x0,x1
dx�

− � s�
,n,i�x� − x0�s�
,n,i�x� − x1�dx
u� �x �
Lfuzzy
− �2Mn,i + s�n,i

� 1
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= �s�n,i�x0,x1

− �
Lfuzzy

s�n,i
2 g�x� − x�g�x� − x0�dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
dx��u� �x1�

= �s�n,i�x0,x1
−

s�n,i
2 dx

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
�

Lfuzzy

g�x� − x1�g�x�

− x0�dx��u� �x1� . �18�

The integration in the last line of Eq. �18� can be recognized
as the convolution product �g�g��x0−x1� and the expression
can therefore be simplified to

F� n��x0� = s�n,i��x0,x1
−

s�n,i

− �2Mn,i + s�n,i
�g � g��x0

− x1�dx�u� �x1� . �19�

Finally, by substituting s�n,i=�n
2Mn,i�1+ i�� and v� �x�

= i2�fu� �x� in Eq. �19� we have that

F� n��x0� = − i2�f� fr,n
2

f2 ��1 + i��Mn,i��x0,x1

−
fr,n

2 �1 + i��
fr,n

2 �1 + i�� − f2 �g � g��x0 − x1�dx�v� �x1� .

�20�

Hence, the total impedance z�
,n�x0−x1� of the nth set of os-
cillators reads

z�
,n�x0 − x1�dx = − i2�f� fr,n
2

f2 ��1 + i��Mn,i��x0,x1

−
fr,n

2 �1 + i��
fr,n

2 �1 + i�� − f2 �g � g��x0 − x1�dx� .

�21�

A structural fuzzy composed of N sets of infinitely many
identical oscillators as described earlier is homogenous, as
the boundary impedance only depends on the distance

x0−x1
. Further, if 
→0, then Eq. �21� reduces to the bound-
ary impedance of infinitely many identical simple oscillators
as illustrated in Fig. 6�c�. Examining the expression in Eq.
�21�, it is seen that the transfer impedances are proportional
to the convolution product �g�g��x0−x1�, as the term �x0,x1

is
zero when x0�x. Figure 8 shows this convolution and it is
seen that the transfer impedances extends a distance of 2
 to
each side of x. This means that the actual spatial memory is
4
, and that the transfer impedances are zero for 
x0−x

�2
. Note that the areas below g�x0−x� and �g�g��x0−x1�
are both equal to 1.

D. Soize’s local equivalent oscillator

A numerical implementation of the boundary impedance
z�
,n in Eq. �21� is unfortunately rather complicated due to its

nonlocal nature. This requires for instance the use of a finite
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element model with special fuzzy elements. As mentioned
earlier, the main purpose of the fuzzy structure theory is to
serve as a simple modeling tool. Therefore, Soize introduced
the equivalent local oscillator. The idea is that the nth set of
infinitely many identical equivalent oscillators, can replace
the nth set of spatial oscillators. This also implies that the
contact force per unit length F� equ,n� �x0� introduced by the lo-
cal equivalent oscillator at x0 must be equal to the contact
force F� 
,n� �x0� given in Eq. �8�. This is achieved by introduc-
ing the so-called equivalent coupling factor , which trans-
forms all the nonlocal force contributions of the spatial os-
cillators into equivalent local contributions. As one can
imagine,  generally varies with frequency and is both de-
pendent on the length of the spatial memory 2
 and the mo-
tion of the master u�x�.

Now, let us assume that the nth set of equivalent oscil-
lators consist of an infinite number of identical oscillators
distributed on the fuzzy connection boundary. Further, each
equivalent oscillator has a mass Mn,i, and masses are located
at all positions along the x� axis. For the nth set of equivalent
oscillators the boundary impedance z�equ,n�x0�=F� n��x0� /v� �x0�
is given as6

z�equ,n�x0� =
s�n,i

i�
�1 −

s�n,i

s�n,i − �2Mn,i
� = i2�fMn,i

�� fr
2�1 + i���1 − �fr/f�2�1 + i���1 − ��

f2 − fr
2�1 + i��

� ,

�22�

where � �0,1�. If  is chosen properly then the boundary
impedance z�equ,n�x0� in Eq. �22� can replace successfully the
boundary impedance z�
,n�x0−x1� of the nth set of spatial
oscillators6 as was given in Eq. �21�. The frequency variation
of this equivalent impedance z�equ,n�x0� is shown in Fig. 9 for
different values of . As indicated in Fig. 9, we now suggest
that the equivalent oscillator can be interpreted as a simple
oscillator with spring stiffness s�1 where the mass has been
grounded by a second spring with stiffness s�2. It applies that
s�n,i=s�1+s�2 and the mass of the grounded oscillator is Mn,i.
The relationship between the impedance in Eq. �22� and the
impedance of the grounded oscillator zground,n in Fig. 9 is

FIG. 8. Examination of the magnitude distribution of the transfer imped-
ance. Functions: ---, g�x0−x� / �1 /
�; —, �g*g��x0−x� / �1 /
�.
z�equ,n=z�ground,n / where =s�1 / �s�1+s�2�. Note that →1 when
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s�2→0 and z�equ,n will then approach the impedance of a
simple oscillator, Eq. �1�. Also, when �1 the oscillator is
stiffness controlled at low frequencies. It should be men-
tioned that the impedance of a set of spatial oscillators re-
sults in a stiffness-controlled behaviour of the master at low
frequencies. The reason is that the mass-less bar supporting
the point mass in Fig. 5�a� is restricted to translational mo-
tion and therefore unable to rotate. Any rotation of the master
at low frequencies is therefore restricted by the springs.

E. The equivalent coupling factor

Soize states that it is not self-evident that the local
equivalent oscillator can model correctly a structural fuzzy
with spatial memory.6 And as one can imagine,  has to be
chosen carefully. Finding a relationship between 
 and 
requires matching of boundary forces using the impedances
found in Eqs. �21� and �22�, frequency by frequency. Such
results have been published by Soize6 and they show  as a
function of the spatial memory 2
 for different frequency
bands for a simply supported beam. The authors of the
present article, however, suggest that  should be determined
in a more general way as a function of the ratio 
 /� where �
is the free wavelength in the master, which here is restricted
to undergo one-dimensional wave motion only. By trans-
forming Soize’s data, it is revealed that a unique relationship
between  and 
 /� is found. The transformed data of  as a
function of 
 /� are shown in Fig. 10; these results have been
fitted with a fourth-order polynomial. It should be noted that
the free wavelength is defined only for sinusoidal variations,
and for structures with more complicated eigenfunctions, we
therefore suggest substituting � with twice the distance be-
tween adjacent nodes.

Finally, it should be mentioned that a general and simple

FIG. 9. Frequency variation of normalized impedance, Z� equ,n / �2�fMn� for
different values of the equivalent coupling factor : —, 1; ---, 0.75; ¯, 0.5;
-·-, 0.25.
method of predicting  has been the subject of the authors’
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latest work and will shortly be submitted for publication to-
gether with a practical validation of the associated equivalent
modelling method.

IV. SMOOTHED EXPRESSION FOR THE BOUNDARY
IMPEDANCE OF STRUCTURAL FUZZY WITH
SPATIAL MEMORY

The fuzzy structure theory developed by Soize was
originally intended for finite element modeling. To determine
the damping induced in the master, Soize developed his own
methods based on probabilistic concepts in order to account
for model uncertainties. A new proposition for a simplified
deterministic method for predicting the mean damping in-
duced by structural fuzzy with spatial memory is presented
in the following. The purpose of this model is to illustrate the
main effects of including spatial memory in the modeling of
structural fuzzy.

As a starting point we consider a structural fuzzy con-
sisting of N sets of spatial oscillators with different natural
frequencies. The total boundary impedance of the structural
fuzzy can be determined as the sum of the impedance con-
tributions from these N sets for which the impedance of the
nth set, n� �1,N�, was presented in Eq. �21�. The total
boundary impedance z�fuzzy,
�x0−x1� thus becomes

z�fuzzy,
�x0 − x1� = �
n=1

N

z�
,n�x0 − x1� . �23�

So far, only Soize has presented a method of predicting the
boundary impedance of fuzzy with spatial memory.6 Now,
applying the same approach as in Sec. II a deterministic ex-
pression for the boundary impedance of the structural fuzzy
with spatial memory can be found. Let us approximate the
expression in Eq. �23� by infinitely many sets of spatial os-
cillators resonating between fr,lower and fr,upper. Hereby the
general expression for the total fuzzy boundary impedance
attached at area A of the master becomes

z�fuzzy,
�x0 − x1� = �
fr,lower

fr,upper

z
�x0 − x1, fr�dfr, �24a�

FIG. 10. Variation of the equivalent coupling factor  with 
 /� : ���, data
computed from read-off results in Ref. 6; —, polynomial fit.
or, by inserting the expression from Eq. �21� we get
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z�fuzzy,
�x0 − x1�dx = −
i2�f

A
�

fr,lower

fr,upper � fr
2

f2��1 + i��mfuzzy�fr�

���x0,x1
−

fr
2�1 + i��

fr
2�1 + i�� − f2

��g � g��x0 − x1�dx�dfr, �24b�

where mfuzzy�fr�dfr again represents the total mass of the
fuzzy resonating between the frequencies fr and fr+dfr.
Moreover, the same simple approach can be applied to find
the equivalent boundary impedance z�fuzzy,equ�x0� if Mn is re-
placed by mfuzzy�fr�dfr. A smoothed version of the equivalent
boundary impedance then yields

z�fuzzy,equ�x0 − x1� = �
fr,lower

fr,upper

zequ�x0, fr�dfr

= −
i2�f

A
�

fr,lower

fr,upper � fr
2

f2��1 + i��mfuzzy�fr�

��1 −
fr

2�1 + i��
fr

2�1 + i�� − f2�dfr. �25�

It should be noted that the equivalent coupling factor  gen-
erally is a function of frequency. Nevertheless, according to
Fig. 10 it is seen that  is constant for a specific value of

 /�. With the new expression for the boundary impedance of
structural fuzzy with spatial memory in Eq. �25� it is there-
fore possible to model and examine the effects of structural
fuzzy with spatial memory in a simple way. For simple cases
of mass distributions mfuzzy�fr� the integration can be done
analytically, whereas the use of more realistic mass distribu-
tions will require a numerical integration.

V. BEAM MASTER STRUCTURE WITH STRUCTURAL
FUZZY

The influence of structural fuzzy with and without spa-
tial memory will now be illustrated by a numerical example.
The finite element method13 is being used for solving the
harmonically forced vibration response of a simply sup-
ported Bernoulli–Euler beam, which is considered as the
master structure. A fuzzy substructure is attached on the
whole length L of the beam, so that Lfuzzy=L. The damping
loss factor of the beam is 0.005 and the loss factor of the
fuzzy oscillator springs is 0.03. The resonating mass per unit
frequency, mfuzzy�fr�, is taken to follow a normal distribution,
giving

mfuzzy�fr� =
Mfuzzy

std�2�
e−�fr0 − fr�

2/�2·std2�, �26�

where fr0 is the center frequency and std is the standard
deviation. This chosen mass distribution is shown in Fig. 11
as a function of the beam’s nondimensional frequency �

being defined as
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� = 2�f�12�

E

L2

h
, �27�

where h is the beam thickness, and � and E is the density and
Young’s modulus of the beam material, respectively. For this
distribution the bounding frequencies fr,lower and fr,upper cor-
respond to �=0 and �=	, respectively. The center fre-
quency fr0 corresponds to �=1200 and the standard devia-
tion std is �=750. Moreover, the total mass of the fuzzy
Mfuzzy is taken to be one-twentieth of the beam mass, �SL,
where S is its cross-sectional area.

The boundary impedance of the fuzzy, Eq. �25�, is com-
puted by numerical integration; it is assumed that the equiva-
lent coupling factor  is constant with frequency, which
means that the ratio 
 /� is constant, whereas 
 and � de-
crease with frequency at the same rate. Figure 12 shows
computed results of the fuzzy boundary impedance
z�fuzzy,equ�x0� as a function of the nondimensional frequency
for different values of .

FIG. 11. Normalized resonating mass per unit frequency described by a
normal distribution with a centre frequency fr0 corresponding to �=1200
and a standard deviation std of �=750.

FIG. 12. Amplitude and phase of the fuzzy boundary impedance z�fuzzy,equ.
The total mass of the fuzzy is 1 /20 of the master and has a normal-
distributed resonating mass per unit frequency. Results are shown for differ-
ent values of the equivalent coupling factor : —, 1; ---, 0.75; ¯, 0.5; -·-,

0.25.
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From these results a number of observations can be
made. First, it is clearly seen that the structural fuzzy without
memory is mass-controlled at frequencies below �=500, as
the amplitude slope of the boundary impedance is positive
and the phase equals � /2. This is not the case for structural
fuzzy with memory, which is clearly spring-like with a nega-
tive amplitude slope and a phase of −� /2; this will always
be the case when �1. Second, between �=500 and �
=2000 the phase of the fuzzy without memory changes
smoothly from � /2 to approximately −� /2. During this
change the real part of the impedance exhibits high values
and the fuzzy therefore has a high damping effect. The im-
pedance for =0.75 has a sudden phase change of � after
�=500 and hereafter it closely follows the phase of the
fuzzy for =1. Examining the other two cases of smaller 
values, it is found that the phase change is less pronounced
and occurs at a higher frequency; therefore the fuzzy never
reaches true mass-like behavior. It is also seen that the am-
plitude of the impedance becomes significantly lower when
 is decreased, and this results in a weakening of the effect
of the fuzzy. This is clearly observed for frequencies above
�=1000.

Inspired by Pierce et al.8 the behavior and actual damp-
ing effect of the fuzzy is conveniently demonstrated by ex-
amining the corresponding apparent mass, Mapp�f�
=Im�z�fuzzy,equ� / �2�f�, and apparent damping Rapp�f�
=Re�z�fuzzy,equ�. Both quantities are shown in normalized form
in Fig. 13 for different values of . Figure 13�a� shows that
the apparent mass of the fuzzy without memory is equal to
the total mass of the fuzzy at �=0, and up to around �
=1170 the apparent mass is higher than the total mass. Fur-
ther, around �=1340 the quantity becomes negative, which
indicates a spring-controlled behavior. The three cases of
fuzzy with memory clearly differ from this behaviour by be-
ing mostly spring-like in the whole frequency range. Above,
say �=1350, the apparent mass is very close in all cases.
The apparent damping is plotted in Fig. 13�b�, and it is seen

FIG. 13. �a� Normalized apparent mass, Mapp=Im�z�fuzzy,equ� /�, and �b� nor-
malized apparent damping, Rapp=Re�z�fuzzy,equ�, of the fuzzy boundary im-
pedance for different values of the : —, 1; ---, 0.75; ¯, 0.5; -·-, 0.25.
that the damping effect of the fuzzy decreases significantly
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when  is reduced. The reason for this is that a reduction of
 corresponds to an increase of 
. Due to the rotational mo-
tion in the master, the spring elements in the spatial oscilla-
tors counteract one another when 
�0. This also implies
that the impedance of the structural fuzzy is reduced signifi-
cantly, and this results in a lower dissipation induced in the
master. For the chosen mass distribution, the maximum
damping effect occurs around �=1360, which is higher than
the center frequency of �=1200. At low frequencies below
�=100 it is seen that the apparent damping becomes very
high. This nonphysical behavior is caused by the approxi-
mate modeling of the fuzzy boundary impedance, which
goes toward infinity at �=0.

Finally, Fig. 14 shows results for the vibration velocity
response of the simply supported master beam, without and
with the fuzzy substructure, which was discussed earlier. The

FIG. 14. Vibration velocity response per unit harmonic force, Y� �x ,x0�
=v� �x� /F� �x0�, at �a� x=0.445L and �b� x=0.785L of a simply supported beam
excited at x0=0.445L. Condition: —, without structural fuzzy and with
structural fuzzy for : —, 1; ---, 0.75; ¯, 0.5; -·-, 0.25.
vibration responses at x=0.445L and x=0.785L are given in
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terms of the beam’s mobility Y� �x ,x0�=v� �x� /F� �x0� for har-
monic force excitation at x0=0.445L. Considering both Figs.
14�a� and 13�b� it is seen that the fuzzy without spatial
memory, =1, introduces a high damping in the master
beam. The effect of this stretches over a relatively wide fre-
quency band, which covers at least six flexural modes of the
beam. From around �=950 to �=1740 the damping effect
is very pronounced and the vibration velocity of the master is
dampened by up to 25 dB. Further, this structural fuzzy,
causes the resonances of the beam structure to shift down-
wards into the region where the fuzzy is mass-like. This is
the case in the range from �=0 to �=1340. Above �
=1340 the fuzzy becomes spring controlled and the reso-
nances are shifted upwards.

Next, considering the case of structural fuzzy with a spa-
tial memory of =0.25, it is evident that the spatial memory
significantly decreases the damping effect of the fuzzy. In the
main damping region of the fuzzy, the damping effect is
reduced by almost 10 dB. This is in good agreement with the
apparent damping being reduced by a factor of 3.5 by a
decreasing  from 1 to 0.25, see Fig. 13�b�. Further, it is seen
that the strong spring-like behavior of the fuzzy at low fre-
quencies dominates the response of the structure up to about
�=140. As the fuzzy is spring-like in the whole frequency
range, it only causes the resonance frequencies of the struc-
ture to shift upwards. Fig. 14�b� shows the response at a
position at some distance from the drive point. The damping
effect of the fuzzy both without and with spatial memory is
seen to be very similar to what was discussed earlier for the
response at the drive point location. This illustrates and con-
firms that the influence of the structural fuzzy is global, and
not specifically associated with the drive point.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Soize’s method of including spatial memory in structural
fuzzy has been thoroughly examined and exemplified in the
present paper. Additional illustrations and a derivation of the
fuzzy boundary impedance have been given in order to ex-
plain the ideas governing the method. To simplify the fuzzy
modeling, Soize replaces the non-local spatial oscillator with
a local equivalent oscillator. In the present article this oscil-
lator has been given a physical interpretation. Further, it has
been suggested that the so-called equivalent coupling factor,
which transforms the nonlocal boundary impedance into a
local impedance, can be determined as a function of the ratio
between spatial memory and the free wavelength in the
master.

The fuzzy boundary impedance, which includes spatial
memory, has been derived deterministically by using a
simple smoothing approach. This method assumes that the
fuzzy is described in terms of a predefined distribution of
resonating mass per unit frequency. The developed method is
straightforward and it has been demonstrated that a predic-
tion of the overall vibrations of the master can be made in a
simple way.

From numerical simulations of the response of a simply
supported beam with structural fuzzy and different amounts

of spatial memory, it has been found that the spatial memory
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significantly reduces the damping introduced in the master.
Further, for the case studied it can be included that the
memory in some cases completely eliminates the damping
effect of the fuzzy.

Various assumptions have been made in this paper in
order to illustrate more clearly the effects of spatial memory
in the structural fuzzy. This includes the hypothesis of mod-
eling spatial memory by use of an equivalent spatial oscilla-
tor. A validation of this hypothesis and a discussion of its
limitations clearly remain to be made. Also, a simple way of
determining the equivalent coupling factor is as yet absent in
the open literature. However, both of these two topics will be
dealt with in a companion paper, which soon will be submit-
ted for publication. Finally, further investigations are still
required concerning practical questions of how one can de-
termine the distribution of resonating mass per unit fre-
quency as well as the amount of spatial memory in real-life
engineering structures.
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